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“Design is an iterative process and design thinking is present in each stage of the journey 

from client brief to finished work. Different solutions can be produced for any given brief 

and these can differ widely in levels of creativity, practicality and budget.” (Ambrose & 

Harris, 2010, p6) 

 

This summary report will summarise the design process that underpinned the major project 

that I completed with Mikayla Heinjus and Brittany Fell and will reflect on the process and 

the outcomes of our major project. This written reflection will analyse my individual project 

experience with working with Mikayla and Brittany, identify what I have learnt and discuss 

how this experience could possibly impact on my future practice. I will address all of this in 

this written reflection using the subheadings below. 

 

Outline your design rationale (what were you trying to achieve?): 

The design rationale or what myself, Mikayla Heinjus and Brittany Fell were trying to 

achieve with our designs was to provide a new identity for the UOWTV Multimedia website. 

We decided to provide a new identity be re-designing the UOWTV Multimedia website to 

provide cohesion and easy access to its content through its design. We proposed to do this 

in the following ways: 

 

*Creating a new logo 

*Creating a new name for the website 

*Removing and rearranging certain sections of the website to take away from 

the repetition present on the website. We planned on doing this by listing the 

top stories in the banner, listing categories on the homepage with the top 

stories once, having social media links and feeds off to the side of the website 

*Changing the categories and/or the names of the categories 

*Creating a colour scheme, possibly with the University of Wollongong 

(UOW) colour scheme as a colour scheme for the UOWTV Multimedia 

website 

*Removing the large amount of white space present 

*Having the logo changed to be more relevant and recognisable to UOW. 

Something along the lines of the UOW Logo with a world globe behind it 

and/or combining it with the words “UOW News” as a new name for the 

website across this possible new logo. 

 

Provide an analysis of the selected website, including the purpose of the site and its 

strengths and weaknesses: 

 

The purpose of the UOWTV Multimedia website: 
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The content on the UOWTV Multimedia website is created and published by third-year 

Bachelor of Journalism students who are undertaking the subject JOUR314—Newsroom 

Practice (3): Editing and Production.  

“JOUR314 - Newsroom 3 (UOWTV Multimedia) is the convergence of three years of 
newsroom practice for University of Wollongong Bachelor of Journalism students. UOWTV 
Multimedia newsroom brings students together to produce and publish multi-media 
content from the Illawarra, South Coast, and the University of Wollongong.” (Burns, 2014, 
p1) 

Therefore the purpose of the UOWTV Multimedia website from the administrative 
and content creating side of things is to provide Bachelor of Journalism students the 
opportunity to use their writing, multimedia and design skills that they have learnt, to 
create content for an intended audience, through a simulated environment to provide a 
platform for experiential learning.  

The purpose of the UOWTV Multimedia website for the intended audience—which 
are UOW students and overall a youth audience, is to provide them with social first news 
that meets their informational needs.  

 
 

 
Fig 1. Information architecture/flowchart of UOWTV Multimedia before our redesign. 
 
 
The strengths and weaknesses of the UOWTV Multimedia website: 
 
The strengths of the UOWTV Multimedia website include: 

 

Homepage 

Subcategories: 

(audio, community, features, 
news, photo, sport, UOW 

showcase, video) 

Individual story in subcategories: 

(.e.g. clicking on the audio 
catergory leads to all stories listed 

under the audio category) 

Related news and subcategories 
links in individual stories that lead 

to other subcategories and 
ultimately back to the homepage.  
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*A wide variety of content covered with many different categories/topics—   
news, sport, arts & culture, community, education, environment, health, 
UOW and the Illawarra. 
 
*A wide variety of mediums used—written, audio, photo and video. 
 

The weaknesses of the UOWTV Multimedia website include: 
 
               *The design of the UOWTV Multimedia is scattered and repetitive. 
 
   *There is a lot of white space, repetition and therefore a lack of design  
     cohesion. 
 
   *There is no colour scheme. 
 
   *The homepage is chaotic, there is no design cohesion. 
 
   *UOWTV Multimedia is operated on Wordpress, depending on what type of 
     membership UOWTV Multimedia has chosen with Wordpress, its design 
     can be very limited. With premium memberships and services, there would 
     be more of a variety with design templates. Whether UOWTV Multimedia  
     has premium membership is not known. 
 
These weaknesses could be due to the fact that the website is relatively new, is operated 
mainly by journalism students on a weekly rather than a daily basis, who have had very 
little, if any “real world” experience with website management and design. This session, I 
completed the aforementioned subject JOUR314 Newsroom (3): Editing and Production 
which is the subject where the content of the UOWTV Multimedia website is created and 
published, therefore I see these weaknesses as an operator and a designer.   
 
Outline the design process using the Ambrose & Harris process model (2010) that lead to 
the completion of your design project: 
 
“Design is a process that turns a brief or requirement into a finished product or design 
solution. The design process can be said to comprise seven stages: define, research, ideate, 
prototype, select, implement and learn.” (Ambrose & Harris, 2010, p11) 
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Fig 2. Seven stages of design thinking—the Ambrose & Harris model. 
 
Define: 
 
“A design brief presents the client’s requirements for a job. These may be verbal or written, 
simple or complex. A brief contains a specific goal that is to be met by the design but it may 
also be couched in terms that have varying interpretations.” (Ambrose & Harris, 2010, p14) 
 
In my blog posts that accompany this summary report, I’ve identified the project 
specifications listed in the DESN290 as the brief for the UOWTV Multimedia website 
design/re-design project, which can be found below. 

Define 

(Brief) 

Research 

(Background) 

Ideate 

(Solutions) 

Prototype 

(Resolve) 

Select 

(Rationale) 

Implement 

(Delivery) 

Learn 

(Feedback) 
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Fig 3. The brief as defined in the DESN290—Assessment Task 2. 
 
After receiving this brief and by using Ambrose’s & Harris’ seven-stage design process 
model, I asked myself and answered these questions: 

Who is the client and target audience? (Size, nature, characteristics)? 

The client is UOWTV Multimedia and its target audience is UOW students as well as youths 
in Wollongong. UOWTV Multimedia is a social first news website which is why they try to 
incorporate as much social media as possible in order to expand their audience. 
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What design solution is the client thinking of? (Print, web, video)? 

Redesigning the website of UOWTV Multimedia. 

When will the design be needed and for how long? (Project timescales)? 

The design will be needed by Tuesday Week 13 (June 3rd 2014) and needed indefinitely. 

Where will the design be used (media, location, country)? 

The design will be used on the web to be accessible to those around the world. 

Why does the client think a design solution is required? 

The client thinks a design solution is required to provide cohesion and easy access to 
UOWTV Multimedia through its design. 

How will the solution be implemented (budget, distribution, campaign)? 

The solution will be implemented through UOW resources and through digital re-designing. 
 

Research: 
 
“Once the brief has been defined and agreed, a designer starts to search for information 
that can be fed into the creative process at the ideate stage. This research can be either 
quantitative, with hard statistical numbers about the size and composition of target user 
groups, or qualitative, with information about what that user group buys or consumes and 
what their lifestyle is like. It may be pertinent to build a mental model of a typical user 
(personas/scenarios) in order to enable the design team to obtain a good feel for what 
would appeal to them. This includes factors such as educations, career, holiday destinations, 
musical tastes, aspirations and so on.” (Ambrose & Harris, 2010, p18) 
 
The division of group responsibilities that myself, Mikayla and Brittany decided on meant 
that I conducted the theoretical research on the UOWTV Multimedia website. The research 
that I completed for the UOWTV Multimedia website brief and re-design was secondary 
research comparing the UOWTV Multimedia website with other university online 
newspapers and publications. All university online news publications have their design and 
content differences that make them unique, however they also have many design 
similarities which include:  

 
*White space which is usually inconsistent 
 
*White is the dominant background colour 
 
*Categories are broad and are usually placed on the top of the page 
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*A banner or box is used to display the top story/stories, the stories are  
displayed on the homepage in a column format in the same order as the 
categories on the top of the page (e.g. if news is the first category listed, a 
news story is the first listed in the column format) 
 
*One image and usually nothing more is accompanied with a story, no matter 
what medium. 

 
The more established university online news publications knew what to put on the 
homepage and were more restrained with the design of their homepage, whereas with the 
less established or new university online news publications, such as UOWTV Multimedia, 
their homepages seemed to be chaotic in its design.  
 
I also came up with a persona of the typical UOWTV Multimedia user and a scenario of the 
typical first-time user of UOWTV Multimedia: 
 
Persona:  

Abby, a third year UOW Arts/Journalism student loves uni life and loves social media. She 

has accounts on Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest, StumbleUpon and Reddit. Abby is 

doing a double degree, focusing on her arts degree first and her journalism degree in a 

couple of years. She has friends who are completing JOUR314, Newsroom 3: Editing and 

Production, this class has students contributing and publishing on the UOWTV Multimedia 

website. She goes on this website regularly to read her friends’ stories to support them. 

Scenario:  

The first time user of the UOWTV Multimedia website would most likely see the top and 

most recent stories in the banner, clicking on the link of one that interests them and read the 

story. Or they could scroll down the homepage to look for something that would interest 

them. From there they could click on the category links to explore further stories which 

would take them to all the stories listed under that category. A regular user like Abby would 

explore the homepage as well, although that user would know what they are looking for and 

would go to the search bar to type in a headline or an author’s name to find what they are 

looking for. 

Once I completed my research, I came to this conclusion: The supported content of UOWTV 
Multimedia is appropriate. It is appropriate for a news site that is focused towards its target 
audiences of students and youth. The site shouldn’t hold less content as it is new and 
content is still be added to it, it should definitely hold more, but do the staff who are uni 
students working on it, this could be difficult, as for different content, we don’t believe this 
is necessary.  However there is repetition of the content on the homepage in particular, as 
well as throughout the website and that should be pulled back. This conclusion led us into 
our ideate stage. 
 
Ideate/Prototype: 
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“During the ideate stage, the design team draws on the research gathered and the 
constraints established during the define stage. This information is used to create ideas with 
which to tackle the design brief...ideation methods include brainstorming, sketching ideas, 
adapting a tried-and-tested design that already exists, taking a top-down analytical 
approach that focuses on the product, service or company or a bottom-up approach that 
focuses on the customer or user.” (Ambrose & Harris, 2010, p20) 
 
Our ideate stage was figuring out how we wanted our prototype re-design of the UOWTV 
Multimedia website to run. To do this for the ideate stage, we had to figure out how we 
wanted it to look. Mikayla and Brittany created a homepage plan in PhotoShop in order to 
create a more cohesive and professional homepage, I created a basic demo logo in Paint to 
be more UOW related as well with a hint of UOWTV Multimedia possibly being read 
internationally, Brittany created a colour palette/scheme inspired by the Wollongong 
beaches and I experimented with the colour palette/scheme and the demo logo and 
Mikayla and Brittany create a demo article page. 
 
The material we created in our ideate stage is what we submitted for the interim submission 
as our interim submission prototype in week 9 of the session. The homepage plan, demo 
logo, demo article page, colour palette and logo colour palettes can be found over the next 
few pages.  
 
“As a prototype aims to test particular aspects of a design solution, it must be made so that 
those aspects are present and can be effectively evaluated. To convey the idea of what it 
will look like, a prototype does not need to be made with the final materials.” (Ambrose & 
Harris, 2010, p22) 
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Fig 4. This is the homepage plan created in the ideate stage. Each section of the homepage 
plan is colour coded to correspond with different types of content on the website. The pink 
box is for the logo. The two orange boxes are for the weather forecast and search bars. The 
large red box is for the dominant news story. The four large yellow boxes are for the 
dominant feature stories. The sky blue and eight light green boxes are for the content 
categories (audio, photo, video, news, sport, etc). The black rectangular box at the bottom is 
for the home/about us/contact us links. 
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Fig 5. The demo logo. 
 
 
 

 
Fig 6. Page 1 of 2 of demo article page 
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Fig 7. Page 2 of 2 of the demo article page. 
 

 
Fig 8. The demo colour palette/scheme inspired by Wollongong’s beaches. 
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Fig 9. The demo logo using one of the colours out of the colour palette/scheme. 
 
Select: 
 
“Feedback can be sought throughout the design process to clarify points of doubt with the 
client and to address aspects that were ill-defined during the definition stage.” (Ambrose & 
Harris, 2010, p 20) 
 
“You are obviously working well together as a group and your designs show that you have 
absorbed the material from the lectures and are applying them in creative ways. You may 
want to think about how to integrate graphics into your pages—the example on the Article 
page takes up a very large amount of space. Otherwise your research work is solid and you 
seem to be very much on track with this project. PASS+”  
(Feedback from DESN290 lecturer, Guy Freer in Week 11 on the material submitted in the 
ideate/prototype stage with the interim submission) 
 
“The select stage is the point at which one of the proposed design solutions is chosen for 
development.” (Ambrose & Harris, 2010, p24) 
 
We took the feedback from Guy of our interim submission on board for our select stage. The 
interim submission was in Week 9 and we received the feedback from Guy in Week 11 via 
SOLs. From Week 10 onwards Mikayla, Brittany and I made the decision to use our interim 
submission material as templates to go off and to conduct trial and errors with real material 
from the UOWTV Multimedia website to see what design ideas would work and what 
wouldn’t.  
 
Brittany and I had decided to re-design the logo to make it more Wollongong based. One of 
the trial errors I conducted was to see whether three/four mediums (audio, video, written 
or photo) should be together on one page or whether they should be on separate pages as 
UOWTV Multimedia has a preference for having these three/four mediums on one page as a 
story is being told from three/four different angles. We also made the decision to include a 
watermark on the page with a picture of the Wollongong landscape to add unity and colour 
to the pages and to tighten up the visual structure of the pages so they are not so random 
and all over the place.  
 
Implement: 
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“For websites and other electronic media, proofing means testing functionality as well as 
the visual appearance. This stage ends with the final delivery to the client of the finished 
job.” (Ambrose & Harris, 2010, p26) 
 
The implement stage for us was to submit our final prototype for the UOWTV Multimedia 
website. We ended up submitting a home page, category pages for each medium (audio 
category page, video category page, photo category page and written category page) and 
individual story pages (audio page, video page, photo page and written page). The 
categories pages were a last minute addition. By having a home page, categories pages and 
individual story pages for each medium, we have “developed a working prototype of our re-
design of the UOWTV Multimedia website to three levels to demonstrate how it might 
function” which was required in the brief. 
 

 
 
Fig 10. The navigation and prototype chart demonstrating the working prototype of our re-
design of the UOWTV Multimedia website to three levels to demonstrate how it might 
function. 
 

Home page 

Audio 

Category Page 

Individual 
Audio Page 

Video 
Category Page 

Individual 
Video Page 

Photo 
Category Page 

Individual 
Photo Page 

Written 
Category Page 

Individual 
Written Page 
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Fig 11. The final home page, as you can see the logo has been changed and the 
aforementioned watermark of the Wollongong landscape has been added. Facebook and 
Twitter buttons have also been inserted. 
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Fig 12. The written category page. The audio, video and photo categories pages are of a 
similar design and format. The categories pages contain all written/articles content on one 
page and the audio content would be contained on its own page and so on to enable easy 
access and search. 
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Fig 13. An individual written/story page. Each page, no matter what medium would contain 
the material, a Twitter feed, comments section and at the bottom related and featured 
articles or content, as well as Facebook and Twitter buttons and a home button to go back 
to the home page. 
 
Learn: 
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“There is one other aspect to the assessment of experiential learning: peer group 
assessments. Given the increased importance placed on use of teamwork and on promoting 
student-centred learning so that students take increased responsibility for their own 
learning, and remembering that some of them take part in negotiating their own learning 
programmes, students are often fairly good critics of their own work. Involving them in 
assessments of their own work can become an important part of their general education.” 
(Evans, 1994, p78) 
 
“The student cannot be taught what he needs to know, but he can be coached: ‘He has to 
see on his own behalf and in his own way the relations between means and methods 
employed and results achieved. Nobody else can see for him, and he can’t see just by being 
‘told’, although the right kind of telling may guide his seeing and thus help him see what he 
needs to see.’” (Dewey, 1974, quoted by Schon, 1987, p17) 
 
Brittany, Mikayla and I are yet to receive the feedback on our final designs that were 
submitted. However we did learn a lot along the way, as you can see through my blog posts 
and our seven stage process using the Ambrose & Harris model, as well as the feedback we 
received from Guy, we learnt what worked and what didn’t work with our designs and made 
the necessary changes. It will be interesting to see what marks and feedback we receive 
with our final designs. 
 
How does the final group outcome compare to your original design proposal? 
 
We have had a basic and localised approach with our re-designs of the UOWTV Multimedia 
website. Our three levels were basically home page to categories pages to individual stories 
and back again. Due to the UOW student-centric audience of UOWTV Multimedia, we kept 
the colour scheme and watermark/background with the Wollongong landscape in mind.  
 
Figs 4 to 9 in this summary report are the material we submitted for the interim submission 
and Figs 10 to 13 in this summary report are the material we submitted for the final 
submission. In the interim submission, we only had a homepage plan but not an actual 
homepage, we had a different demo logo, only one demo individual story page and a basic 
colour palette/scheme. In the final submission, we submitted a homepage based on our 
homepage page plan, we had categories pages for each medium and individual story pages 
in different mediums. The most drastic changes however, were with the background of the 
page and the logo. You can see the difference with the background of the pages by 
comparing Figs 6 and 13, the interim individual story page and the final individual story page 
respectively.  

                                             
Fig 14. The interim/original logo on the left and the final logo on the right. The final logo 
matches the watermark/background on the final home, categories and story pages. 
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Identify two successful and two unsuccessful outcomes of your major project and explain 
why. How might these observations inform your approach to projects in the future? 
 
Successful: 
 

1. New logo—The interim logo was created in paint with basically two images on top of 
each other—a globe logo and the UOW logo with the words “UOW News” across it. 
Although this logo received positive feedback from Guy, we felt the need to change 
it to make it more Wollongong based, as well as to make it look more professional. 
For the purposes of this design project, Brittany used and alternated the City Diggers 
logo by changing the colour scheme and adding the words “UOW News”. We felt this 
logo was more successful at capturing the feel and audience of UOWTV Multimedia. 
 

2. Watermarking the pages for a background—The feedback we received from Guy on 
our individual story design was positive, however he did suggest that we find a way 
to unite all the elements on the page for unity, so it wasn’t so all over the place. 
Mikayla and Brittany came up with the idea of a watermark as a background for the 
pages with a Wollongong landscape to make it relevant to the audience. Brittany 
also increased the transparency of the watermark so it wouldn’t distract or 
overwhelm the user. 

 
Unsuccessful: 
 

1. Going without categories pages—The final categories pages for each medium was a 
last minute addition, especially since there was confusion about the navigation of 
the site and we didn’t realise that there wasn’t a categories page to separate the 
home page and individual story pages, nor was there any cohesion. Therefore we 
view going without categories pages for most of the designs was an unsuccessful 
outcome. 
 

2. Having all four mediums on one individual story page—One of the many trial and 
errors we conducted was whether three to four mediums (audio, video, photo, 
written) should be together in one individual story page as they currently are now as 
stories are all from three/four different angles. We found that with our designs that 
having all of the mediums on one individual story page would overwhelm the user 
and decided to separate the mediums. Therefore we view having all four mediums 
on one individual story page as an unsuccessful outcome. 
 

Identify and describe three things you have learnt from your design project. How might 
you apply this learning to design projects in the future? 
 

1. Colours and watermarks are important—Websites cannot be literally black and 
white, they have to be colourful. The most drastic changes we made to our designs 
was with the background of the pages and the logo as it added to the design of the 
page by providing unity to all of the elements—images, buttons, graphics, text, etc. 
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Do not take colour and watermarks for granted, even the smallest amount of colour 
can make a huge difference. 

 
2. Be interactive—UOWTV Multimedia is a social first news publication with a heavy 

emphasis on telling stories in three or four different ways in three or four different 
mediums. Websites are designed to be interactive both with its mediums and with 
connecting with the user. What I have learnt is not take interactive states such as 
video and audio, as well as social media feeds and comments section for granted, 
they are needed, any website worth their salt MUST have all of these elements. 
 

3. Be open to feedback—Everyone who has done in this subject, DESN290 are studying 
journalism not design, we are not designers. However learning design is important as 
the twenty-first century journalist basically has to do it all. Due to the fact that we 
are not designers or even design students, we have to be open to feedback more in 
this journalism subject than anything else as we don’t know what we are doing. By 
being open to feedback, mine as well as Mikayla’s and Brittany’s designs improved 
over the session to ultimately lead to what I feel is a fantastic final product. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


